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Career Tip: You'll Find Yourself Exceptionally Career Tip: You'll Find Yourself Exceptionally 
Inspired And Everything Will Progress SmoothlyInspired And Everything Will Progress Smoothly

In the upcoming year, those born in the year of the horse can 

anticipate exceptional fortune, as numerous Lucky Stars grace your 

chart.  You'll  be virtually unstoppable, capable of overcoming any 

hurdles that might emerge with ease. You'll find yourself frequently 

invigorated in your professional life, and implementing your ideas 

could lead to unexpected triumphs. However, the presence of the 

Unlucky Star "Gaol House" in your chart this year suggests potential 

legal  issues,  so  avoid  crossing  boundaries  in  pursuit  of  swift 

achievements.  Despite  facing  several  professional  challenges  this 

year, the Lucky Stars "Heavenly Salvation" and "God of Salvation" 

guarantee a favourable conclusion. While striving for success this 

year,  prioritize  your  health;  no  amount  of  prestige  is  worth 

compromising  your  physical  wellbeing.  Be  particularly  cautious 

when travelling during the winter, and avoid speeding. 

Those born in the Years of the Ox and the Pig make beneficial 

allies in your career. Collaborating with them could be the key to 

overcoming all limitations. The northeast direction is auspicious for 

your career this year, and the most fortunate career paths for you 

are those associated with "water" and "wood".

Financial Tip: Your Financial Prospects Are Financial Tip: Your Financial Prospects Are 
Promising, But Remember Not To Succumb To GreedPromising, But Remember Not To Succumb To Greed

This year, those born in the year of the Horse can expect to 

enjoy substantial financial gains. Your primary income source will 

yield  a  significant  amount,  and  it's  advised  to  diversify  your 

investments  for  optimal  returns.  However,  always  consider  your 

own budget before you venture into stocks or currencies, and don't 

allow  yourself  to  be  easily  influenced  by  others'  advice.  Your 

secondary income streams may prove less stable this year, so it's 

wise to avoid the lure of gambling. Be aware that you may incur 

considerable expenses due to legal  issues,  so it's  prudent to set 

aside funds for  such contingencies.  In  November,  you could find 

yourself  faced  with  the  opportunity  to  acquire  money  through 

unethical means, but it's strongly recommended to refuse, as this 

could lead to complications down the line.

Health Tip: Avoid Sharp Tools And Exercise Caution Health Tip: Avoid Sharp Tools And Exercise Caution 
During Water-related ActivitiesDuring Water-related Activities

Individuals  born  in  the  Year  of  the  Horse  can  anticipate 

excellent health this year. Any minor health concerns that may arise 

are expected to dissipate quickly.  However,  caution is  advised to 

prevent injuries as the inauspicious "Bloody Blade" star is present in 
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your  chart,  suggesting  a  susceptibility  to  cuts  or 

stabbings  this  year.  It  would  be  wise  to  avoid 

interactions with knives and sharp instruments and 

to keep away from confrontations. Additionally, the 

ominous "Floating Up and Down" star is casting 

its  light  upon you,  indicating  that  you  should 

exercise caution and avoid taking risks  during 

water-related  activities  like  fishing, 

swimming, or canoeing.

Relationship Tip: Love Can BeRelationship Tip: Love Can Be  
Ephemeral, Surrender It To FateEphemeral, Surrender It To Fate

Individuals born in the year of the horse 

are  likely  to  be  engrossed  in  their  work  this  year,  which  could 

inadvertently  lead  to  neglecting  friendships.  Consequently,  it's 

important to make a conscious effort to stay in touch with friends 

outside of your professional commitments. Your romantic life may 

experience a roller coaster of emotions, so bear in mind that some 

things  are  predestined,  and  it's  fruitless  to  be  overly  distressed 

about them.

Lukcycharm: Jumping Over The Lukcycharm: Jumping Over The 
Dragon's GateDragon's Gate

Ancient legends tell of a carp that, upon leaping 

over  the  Dragon's  Gate,  would  transform  into  a 

dragon,  thereby  increasing  its  worth 

exponentially.  This  piece  portrays  a 

vigorous  carp,  defying  the  tumultuous 

waves to leap over the towering Dragon's 

Gate.  It  is  a  scene  brimming  with 

auspiciousness, symbolizing monumental 

success.

Individuals  born  in  the  year  of  the 

horse will  experience exceptional  luck this  year.  This  is  the ideal 

time  to  aim  high  and  broaden  your  career  horizons.  To  attract 

prosperity, position a  Jumping Over the Dragon's Gate symbol in 

the eastern part of your residence or on your desk.

Auspicious Locations, Colors And NumbersAuspicious Locations, Colors And Numbers
Auspicious East, Northeast, Southeast Purple, Yellow, Blue 3, 5

Avoid North, West Green --
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